This paper presents fast algorithms for computing numerical approximations for contour integrals of rational functions. Given the coefficients of two polynomials q and p # C[z], a curve 1 in the complex plane, and an error bound =, the integral 1 q(z)Âp(z) dz is computed up to an error of =. In the special case that the zeros of p lie in a small disc not intersected by 1, the integral is computed by summing up the integrals of an initial segment of a suitable Laurent series of qÂp. The general case is reduced to this special one by partial fraction decomposition as described by P. Kirrinnis (1998, Partial fraction decomposition in C(z) and simultaneous Newton iteration for factorization in C[z], J. Complexity 14, 378 444. The algorithms are analyzed from the point of view of (serial) bit complexity. The running time of the algorithms is estimated in terms of the error bound prescribed for the result, the degree of the polynomials involved, and the condition of the problem, measured by a lower bound for the distance between the zeros of p and the points of 1. This condition parameter need not be known in advance.
INTRODUCTION

Contour Integrals and Partial Fractions
In calculus, antiderivatives and integrals of rational functions are usually treated according to the following recipe: Take a partial fraction decomposition and use z &m dz= 1 1&m } z 1&m for m{1 and z &1 dz=Log z. This approach gives full insight into the mathematical nature of the antiderivative resp. integral, but it is of limited use as a problem specification or a description of an algorithm. In typical calculus examples, the singularities of the rational function (i.e., roots of the denominator) can be expressed with radicals and computed by hand, but it must be made precise how to represent singularities in general, and it is a nontrivial problem to compute these roots.
In this paper, the problem of computing contour integrals of rational functions is specified as follows: Compute the numerical value of the integral 1 f (z) dz up to a prescribed error of =, where f # C(z) is given by the coefficients of two polynomials p and q # C[z] with f =qÂ p, and the integration contour 1 is a line segment given by its endpoints. The latter restriction is only for the sake of simplicity, see below for a generalization.
The algorithm is based on a computationally feasible variant of the above calculus approach. The first step is to compute a partial fraction decomposition (PFD) of f into partial fractions corresponding to well separated clusters of roots of p. This PFD is computed by algorithms by Kirrinnis (1998) . The integrals of the partial fractions are computed by integrating their Laurent series termwise. The latter approach is not restricted to rational functions, but can be applied to any analytic function that has a suitable Laurent or Taylor series.
Rigorous proofs for the correctness of the algorithms and for favourable time bounds with respect to bit complexity are given. Although the algorithms are described and analyzed with respect to bit complexity, most of the considerations are independent of the computational model and hence also useful for other approaches to computational numerical analysis, e.g., the classical``floating point approach,'' the computational model of Blum, Shub, and Smale (1989), or computer algebra applications.
Time Bounds for Contour Integration
The algorithms for computing 1 q(z)Âp(z) dz are based on fast integer multiplication. Hence the time bounds involve a time bound for this fundamental task. Assume that N bit integers can be multiplied in time O( (N )), e.g., (N )=N } log N } log log N on multitape Turing machines (Scho nhage and Strassen, 1971) . The size of a polynomial is measured by the l 1 -norm of its coefficient vector, |a 0 +a 1 z+ } } } +a n z n | = |a 0 | + |a 1 | + } } } +|a n |. It is assumed w.l.o.g. that deg q<deg p.
Polynomials are given by oracles for their coefficients (see Kirrinnis, 1998 , Subsection 1.2). An oracle for a curve 1 is a device which upon request gives approximations for the endpoints, tells whether a given point v # C (e.g., a root of p) is within a given distance from 1, and gives a rough approximation for the variation of the argument of 1 with respect to v. Such contour oracles are specified more precisely in Subsection 2.2.
For the normalized case that p is monic and all roots of p are in the unit disc, the analysis of the algorithms yields the following time bound:
1.1. Theorem. Let p, q # C[z] with deg q<deg p=n. Assume p(z)= z n + } } } , |`| 1 for all roots`of p, and |q| =1. Let a curve 1 in C be given by a contour oracle. Let d be the distance between 1 and the set of roots of p and # :=Wlog(1Âd )X. Then the integral 1 q(z)Âp(z) dz can be computed up to an error of 2 &s in time O(n } (s) } log s+ (n 3 } log n+n 3 } #+n 2 } s)).
The case of general p can be reduced to this special one with a Moebius Transform, exchanging infinity with a point sufficiently far away from the zeros of p. For this generalization, distances (e.g., between 1 and V( p)) are measured with the chordal or stereographic metric (see Kirrinnis, 1998 for z # C.
Theorem. Let p, q # C[z]
with deg q<deg p=n and | p| = |q| =1 be given by oracles for their coefficients, and let a curve 1 in C be given by a contour oracle. Let # # N be such that d S (`, y) 2 &# and d S ( , y) 2
&#
for every zero`of p and every point y # 1. Then the integral 1 q(z)Âp(z) dz can be computed up to an error of 2 &s in time O(n } (s) } log s+ (n 3 } log n+n 3 } #+n 2 } s)).
The components of the time bounds in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are explained as follows: The term n } (s) } log s is for computing one logarithm for each of the at most n partial fractions. The term (n 3 } log n) is a bound for the cost for the initial overhead for PFD. The roots of p that have distance rd from 1 must be computed up to an error of rd. This is done in time O( (n 3 } #)). The distance d need not be known in advance. If p has a zero on 1 (i.e., d=0, #= ), then the algorithm does not stop. This makes sense, because equality of complex numbers is undecidable. The running time of the algorithm is hence not known a priori. When the algorithm is stopped by an external control, then information about the roots of p can be inferred from intermediate results.
The precision dependent term (n 2 } s) covers the cost for computing the PFD with sufficiently high precision (for this, (n } log n } s) is sufficient), for computing the Laurent coefficients of the partial fractions, and for computing the integral from the Laurent coefficients.
Related Research
A lot of effort has been spent on basic algorithms which are used as building blocks for the integration algorithms described here, e.g., fundamental operations for polynomials like multiplication, division, and Fourier Transform, and root finding algorithms. The introduction of Kirrinnis (1998) provides some comments and references. Another important ingredient is an efficient method for evaluating elementary functions, in particular the logarithm, see Borwein (1984, 1987) .
On the other hand, little is available about the bit complexity of arbitrary precision numerical algorithms for more advanced problems from computational complex analysis. In particular, the present paper seems to be the first bit complexity analysis of the contour integration problem for rational functions. A preliminary version of the algorithm (with stronger assumptions) was presented by Kirrinnis (1992) .
There is a vast literature on the efficiency of integration algorithms that are based on quadrature rules. A survey of results (focused on information based complexity) is given in the book by Traub, Wasilkowski, and Wozniakowski (1988) . A recent study is by Favati, Lotti, et al. (1994) . A comparison of such integration algorithms and the one suggested here is beyond the scope of this paper, because it requires a much more detailed analysis of quadrature rules. An advantage of the present algorithm is that it computes an approximation for the antiderivative: The PFD and the Laurent coefficients of the partial fractions can be reused to compute an integral along another curve.
Background Information and Organization of the Paper
This paper is a continuation of Kirrinnis (1998, henceforth referred to as [K] ), which deals with fast algorithms for PFD and the analysis of these algorithms with respect to bit complexity. To avoid redundancies, material from that paper is not repeated, but referred to by prefixing the corresponding (section, theorem, or equation) number with``K.'' Likewise, the bibliography of this paper contains only references that are not mentioned in [K] .
Section K.1 compiles the concepts and results that are needed for a thorough understanding of the integration algorithm. In particular, Subsections K.1.2 and K.1.8 specify the computational model of bit complexity and discuss the adequate representation of data and the relation between asymptotically fast algorithms and efficient implementations. Subsection K.2.1 is a compilation of definitions which are also used here. We will recall some of them in the beginning of Section 2 for the reader's convenience.
Section 2 contains brief descriptions of the algorithms, time bounds for important subproblems, and technical explanations concerning the main result. The algorithms are described and analyzed in full detail in the following sections: Section 3 describes how to use Laurent series to integrate rational functions with``well localized'' singularities. Section 4 explains how PFD is used to reduce the general case to the special case of Section 3, and Section 5 deals with contour integrals of rational functions with large singularities. Section 6 discusses the problem of computing contour integrals from the points of view of computability, numerical stability, and computational complexity. The Appendix (Section A) provides technical details.
TIME BOUNDS AND OUTLINE OF THE ALGORITHMS
As a survey of methods and results, this section describes algorithms and states time bounds for contour integration. Details of the algorithms and thorough analyses proving the time bounds are given in Sections 3 5.
First we recall some definitions from Subsection K.2.1:
. 6 denotes the algebra of univariate complex polynomials equipped with the l 1 -norm | p| = n j=0 |a j | for p(z)= n j=0 a j z j . The leading coefficient and the exact degree of a polynomial p # 6 are denoted by lc( p) and deg p, respectively. V( p) denotes the set of roots of p. The root radius
The center of gravity of the zeros of p is denoted by zÄ ( p) :=a n&1 Â(na n ) for p as above. The diameter of V( p) is approximated by the centered root radius of p defined by
When n is understood, the notation p* :=R n p is used.
For further definitions (most of them standard notation, others only relevant in the technical part of the paper) see Subsection K.2.1.
Laurent Series : A Standardized Special Case
Let f be a meromorphic function that is holomorphic outside a disc D not intersected by the contour 1. Then the contour integral 1 f (z) dz can be computed by integrating an initial segment of the Laurent series of f outside D term by term. For the sake of clarity, the algorithm is first described for a standardized special case. Generalizations are discussed in Subsection 2.2. The standard case assumes the following data to be given ( (ILS3) radii R 1 and r 1 2 with R 4r, *( p) r, |z| >r for all points z on 1, |a|, |b| R, and |log(|bÂa|)| 2 t for some t # N, (ILS4) and an accuracy parameter s # N.
The integral 1 q(z)Âp(z) dz is computed from these data by approximating q(z)Âp(z) with an initial segment of the Laurent series
for |z|>r around the origin and then integrating term by term, yielding Three numerical errors must be estimated: The first one comes in by truncating the series, the second one by replacing the Laurent coefficients with the approximations computed by the Fast Fourier Transforms, and the third one from the fact that all arithmetic operations involve rounding errors. It is crucial for the error analysis that the quotients |d k |ÂR k decrease sufficiently fast. This is guaranteed by the condition R 4r. The analysis of the algorithm in Section 3 yields: 2.1. Theorem (Integration with Laurent Series, Standard Situation). Assume that p, q, 1, a, b, R, r, and s are given with (ILS1) (ILS4). Let *=1Âlog(RÂ2r). Then the integral I := 1 q(z)Âp(z) dz can be computed up to an error of 2 &s in time O( (s+t) } log(s+t)+ (n 2 +n } s+* } s 2 )).
The first part of this time bound is for computing the logarithm, and the second part for computing the Laurent coefficients and the rational part of the integral. Computing I up to an error of 2 &s means computing a complex number I with |I&I | <2
&s . The factor 4 in the estimate R 4r in (ILS3) is chosen for the sake of clarity. The present form of the algorithm works with any constant factor c>2 instead. (Note that this allows *>1.) With a more careful analysis, any c>1 would do. For high precision, it is favourable if R is large compared with r: If s n and *=O(nÂs), i.e., R r } 2 c } sÂn for some constant c>0, then the second part of the time bound is only O ( (n } s) ).
The radii R and r need not be given as input. This is only assumed for the sake of convenience. Given p, a, and b, it can be verified algorithmically whether (ILS3) holds, and if so, suitable radii R and r can be computed. The additional parameter t is introduced, because the problem specification allows to encode the task of computing high accuracy approximations of logarithms: e.g., computing
t } ln 2 up to an error of 1 yields t bits of ln 2 without this being visible from the error bound for the integral. In fact, t measures the output size.
Laurent Series : Generalizations
The method of computing Laurent coefficients and using them to compute contour integrals is not restricted to rational functions. It works for every function f that is holomorphic outside a disc not intersected by 1. The cost for computing the Laurent coefficients resp. the integral is determined by the size of the Laurent coefficients (they must decrease fast enough) and by the cost for computing the values f(z j ). Alternatively, one can assume f to be given by an oracle for its values and discuss the cost for computing Laurent coefficients resp. contour integrals without counting the cost for evaluating f. This means investigating the complexity of the operator which maps f to the sequence (d k ) k # N + of Laurent coefficients resp. to the integral 1 f (z) dz. This way of combining analysis and complexity theory has its origins in recursive analysis and is introduced in Ko (1991), see in particular Section 2.7 for the concept of computable operators. Another approach is that of information based complexity (see Traub, Wasilkowski, and Wozniakowski, 1988) , where the complexity is measured by the number of function evaluations. A detailed discussion of other than rational functions or other complexity measures is beyond the scope of this paper.
Substituting 1Âz for z yields similar results for Taylor series. The contour 1 need not be a line segment. The following information about 1 is sufficient: An oracle for a line segment can easily be constructed from oracles for the endpoints. It is straightforward how to construct oracles for polygons or splines from the``natural'' data.
For rational functions, it is sufficient that the zeros of p lie in some small disc not intersected by the contour. This situation can be reduced to the standard case by translation and scaling. These reductions yield a generalization of Theorem 2.1 that uses the following data: 
and an accuracy parameter s # N.
Theorem (Integration with Laurent Series, Generalized).
Let p, q, 1, a, b, R, r, and s be given resp. defined according to (ILG1) (ILG4). Let *=1Âlog(RÂ2r) ( 1) . Then the integral 1 q(z)Âp(z) dz can be computed up to an error of 2
2 )), where s 2 =s+n } (_+{) and s 1 =s 2 +t.
The additional term n } (_+{) in the time bound reflects the fact that the translation and the scaling require O(n } _) resp. O(n } {) additional bits of accuracy. Note that { must be nonnegative. This means that the time bound is not decreased when R is large. The parameter t plays the same ro^le as in Theorem 2.1.
Under reasonable assumptions for the geometry parameters (t=O(s) and _, {=O(sÂn)), the time bound is O( (s) } log(s)+ (n 2 +n } s+* } s 2 )). This time bound is acceptable for moderate precision, say s=O(n). For higher precision, say s n, the time bound can be improved considerably with respect to s by reducing to a situation with small *, e.g., *=O(nÂs). This yields the time bound O( (s) } log(s)+ (n } s)), see Subsection 2.4. 
Suitable Partial Fraction Decompositions
Here and below it is assumed for simplicity that log |log |bÂa| | =O(s).
The error of APFDs is measured with respect to the l 1 -norm of the numerator and denominator, see Subsection K.1.3. The following elementary lemma shows how this error is transferred to contour integrals: 2.6. Lemma. Let p # 6 1 n and q # 6 n&1 with |q| =1. Let 1 be a curve of length L, and let 0<d 1 be such that | p(z)| d n for z # 1. Finally, let p~# 6 n and q~# 6 n&1 with | p& p~| = 1 2 } (1+1Âd ) &n and |q&q~| '. Then
This lemma is proved in the Appendix, Subsection A.2. The estimate
n for z # 1. IL-suitable PFDs are computed with an algorithm of [K] which computes a special type of APFD called radius decomposition. In such a PFD, the singularities of each partial fraction q j Âp j are located in a disc of prescribed radius . This parameter affects the required accuracy, the size of the coefficients of the numerators q j , and the time for computing such a decomposition. For precise specifications and results about computing radius decompositions, see Subsections K.1.3 and K.1.4.
Sufficiently precise radius decompositions of qÂ p are IL-suitable, if is chosen appropriately, e.g., <dÂ2, where d is the distance between 1 and the zeros of p, which need not be known a priori. A simple strategy is to compute radius decompositions of qÂ p for smaller and smaller until an IL-suitable decomposition is achieved. This paper presents a refined algorithm based on this idea, namely an adaptive root localization strategy for p, which works recursively as follows: Assume that you have an APFD of qÂ p where DV( p 1 ) & 1=< cannot be guaranteed, i.e., p 1 may have roots``on both sides of 1 '' or even on 1. Then the corresponding rational function q 1 Âp 1 is decomposed into two partial fractions, q 1 Âp 1 =uÂ f+vÂg, where the roots of the factors f and g of p 1 are well separated. If the roots of a factor p j of p are far away from the curve then q j Âp j is not decomposed further, i.e., the roots of p are not localized more precise than is necessary to isolate them from 1.
The accuracy needed for the PFD depends on the geometric situation: The closer the singularities are to the contour, the more precise must the partial fractions be computed. The accuracy can hence not be chosen in advance. This problem could be solved by restarting the computation with higher accuracy whenever necessary. A more efficient solution is to use the Newton algorithm for the simultaneous refinement of partial fractions described in Subsection K.1.5. The algorithm for computing IL-suitable PFDs is described in detail in Section 4. Its analysis yields 
can be computed from p, q, 1, and s in time O( (n 3 } (log n+#)+n } log n } s)).
This improves a previous result for the same problem (Kirrinnis, 1992, Section 8) in two aspects: First, a better time bound is achieved for high accuracy: The term n 2 } s is replaced by n } log n } s. The factor log n is a bound for the entropy H(n 1 , ..., n l )=& l j=1 (n j Ân) } log(n j Ân), where n j =deg p j .
Another improvement is that no a priori lower bound for the distance between the integration contour and the zeros of p (i.e., for d 0 and d 1 ) is required to be given as input, as it was in (Kirrinnis, 1992) . Instead, the algorithm gives more information about the geometric situation: The algorithm can be stopped from outside when a given time limit is exceeded. The zero discs DV( p j ) computed so far provide information about the location of``problematic'' singularities. If p has a zero on the contour, i.e., if d 0 =0 resp. #= , then the algorithm does not stop. This makes sense because d 0 =0 is undecidable.
Time Bounds for Contour Integration
In Theorem 2.7, PFD is used to isolate the zeros of p from the contour. A second application of PFD is to improve the time bound for the special case of``well isolated singularities'' (Theorem 2.3) for high accuracy (n=O(s)): Compute a radius decomposition qÂprq 1 Âp 1 + } } } +q l Âp l for =2
&sÂn . Then * j =O(nÂs) for all j in Theorem 2.5. This yields 2.8. Lemma. The time bound in Theorem 2.3 can be replaced by O((n } (s) } log s+ (n 3 } log n+n 2 } s))).
Subsection 4.1 gives details of the proof. Combination of Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 2.7 yields Theorem 1.1.
INTEGRATION WITH LAURENT SERIES
This section describes the details of the Laurent series approach for computing integrals. The standard case is described first. This yields a proof of Theorem 2.1. Then the generalizations are discussed which prove Theorem 2.3.
Laurent coefficients of meromorphic functions are computed by sampling the function in sufficiently many equidistant points on a circle and then applying a discrete Fourier transform. For the sake of simplicity, the presentation is restricted to functions vanishing of order at least 1Âz at infinity.
for 0 j<K, and
. This implies
because the term in parentheses equals one for +#k mod K and zero otherwise. K If d k A &k decrease fast enough, then c k is a good approximation for d k , i.e., the first K Laurent coefficients can be computed from the values F(z j ) by a discrete Fourier transform of length K. If F=qÂ p is a rational function, then the values F(z j ) can be computed from the coefficients of the polynomials q and p by discrete Fourier transforms and divisions of complex numbers.
A variant of this result for rational functions qÂ p with deg q>deg p has been used for polynomial division by Scho nhage (1982a). Similar results can be obtained easily for more general situations. Replacing z with 1Âz yields a corresponding lemma for Taylor series of functions that are holomorphic in a disk. Now let p, q, R, r, a, b, and 1 be given as in Theorem 2.1. Then the Laurent coefficients d k of qÂ p decrease as follows: 3.2. Lemma. Let the Laurent coefficients of q(z)Âp(z) for |z| >r be defined
Proof. This estimate follows from a more precise one which is proved in the Appendix (Lemma A.1). A slightly more inaccurate estimate, namely 
The integral I is approximated by the integral of an initial segment of the Laurent series (2.1). The truncation error is estimated as follows:
Proof. The estimate follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 and from 2rÂR 1Â2:
Now the error is estimated that is caused by replacing the Laurent coefficients d k with approximations c k according to Lemma 3.1. It is reasonable to choose K=N. A R is assumed in order to get a simple estimate. Note that d 1 =b 1 :=lc(q).
3.5. Lemma. Let A R be such that (2rÂA)
for 0 j<N, and
Proof. Because of Lemma 3.1, the equation
The first error term is at most 
An algorithm for computing I up to an error ==2 &s works as follows: The logarithmic part 1 b 1 Âz dz=b 1 } Log(bÂa) of the integral is computed up to an error of =Â4 by an algorithm based on arithmetic-geometric mean iteration. For the following complexity result and generalizations see Brent (1976), Borwein (1984, 1987) , or Scho nhage (1990, Sect. 7): 3.6. Theorem. Let K be a compact subset of C" [& , 0] . Then for every z # K (given by an oracle), Log(z) can be computed up to an error of 2 &s in time O( (s) } log s).
The rational part of the integral,
is computed without computing c k explicitly. This saves some scalings and allows to compute the forward and backward Fourier transforms simultaneously.
Proof. Combining (3.1) and the definition of c k yields
. j j . This equation and Lemma 3.5 yield the assertion. K Now choose N such that the r.h.s. of (3.2) is at most =Â2. There still is a margin of =Â4 for rounding errors. Use two FFTs to compute x j =q(z j ) and y j = p(z j ). Then compute . j =x j Ây j and w k with O(N ) arithmetic operations and j with a third FFT. Finally compute the rational part of the integral according to (3.1) with O(N ) arithmetic operations. All this can be done with sufficient accuracy in time O( (N } (s+N+n)). Observing that N=O(n+* } s) is sufficient yields the time bound of Theorem 2.1. A streamlined version of this algorithm is described and analyzed in detail in Subsection A.3.
The geometric situation of the general case specified by (ILG1) (ILG4) is reduced to the special case specified by (ILS1) (ILS4) as follows: The polynomials p and q are replaced with p^(z)=* &n } p(* } z+v) and q^(z)= q(* } z+v)Â|q(* } z+v)|, where * is a power of two that is approximately R, if R<1 and approximately r, if r 1Â2. The contour 1 is transformed correspondingly. The details of this reduction can be spelled out in a straightforward manner. This is done in Subsection A.5.
If R with R |a&v|, |b&v| and r with *Ä ( p) r are known, then the only difference between 1 being a line segment or being given by a contour oracle is that the correct branch of the logarithm must be determined, i.e., the correct multiple of 2?i must be added to the principal value. This completes the proof for Theorem 2.3.
Like in Subsection 2.1, R and r can also be determined from the coefficients of p and suitable answers from the contour oracle. 
CONTOUR INTEGRALS AND RADIUS DECOMPOSITION
A Better Time Bound for the Simple Case
The following proves Lemma 2.8. Let p # 6 1 n , q # 6 n&1 , and a curve 1 in C be given such that the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 are fulfilled. Let :=2 &sÂn and compute a Â(15n)-separated radius decomposition qÂ prq 1 Âp 1 + } } } +q l Âp l err(=, '), with suitable = and '. According to Theorem K.1.4, this is possible in time O( (n 3 } log n+n 2 } s+n } H } (log(1Â=)+log(1Â')))). For computing the integral 1 q(z)Âp(z) dz up to an error of 2 &s , error bounds =, ' with log(1Â=), log(1Â')=O(s+n+log L), where L=len(1 ), are sufficient because of Lemma 2.6. In the following, the term log L is omitted for the sake of simplicity.
As the decomposition is Â(15n)-separated, |q j | 2 s+n log n+O(n) holds. The radius is chosen such that the integral can be computed according to Theorem 2.5, using parameters * j c } nÂs with a small constant c and { j =O(1). Thus Theorem 2.5 yields the time bound O(l } (s) } log s+ (n 2 +n } s)).
The General Case with a Priori Condition Bounds
This subsection and the following one describe how to compute an IL-suitable PFD. The idea is introduced by describing a simplified algorithm for the case where the parameters d 0 and d 1 (i.e., the distance between the singularities of qÂ p and the integration contour) are known a priori. Then a suitable radius decomposition can be computed immediately: 
, thus dist(zÄ ( p j ), 1 )> and finally DV( 
The General Case without a Priori Condition Bounds
If d 0 and d 1 are not known in advance, then it must be checked during the computation whether the incomplete PFD computed so far is already IL-suitable. In addition, the numerical condition of the problem can only be estimated dynamically while computing the factors of p (remember that the crucial parameter is the distance between 1 and the roots of p). This makes it necessary to increase the accuracy of intermediate results during the computation.
The outline of the algorithm is given as a flow chart in Fig. 2 . Computing a single splitting means to decompose one term, say h j Âp j , of an incomplete PFD of 1Âp further by splitting p j into two relatively prime factors f and g and computing numerators u and v such that h j Âp j ruÂ f+vÂg. For a precise specification see Definition K. 6 only factors whose roots are close to the contour. This does not yield a better asymptotic time bound, but is of practical relevance. Now the algorithm is described in detail. The constants in the algorithm have been made explicit mainly for the sake of clarity. They can be improved by a more thorough analysis. For the verification, assertions marked (a), (b), etc., are supplied with the description of the algorithm. These assertions are proved below.
Assume (w.l.o.g.) that, in addition, *( p) 1&1Â(14n 3 ). For this, *( p) 0.99 is sufficient. For >0 and l # [n], let
and n, l :=( Â7n) } (1&lÂ2n).
1.
Initialize. Let =1Ân, h 1 =1, and let p 1 be such that | p& p 1 | <= n, 1 ( ). Compute a standard -approximation * 1 for *Ä ( p 1 ) (see Definition K.3.11 and Lemma K.3.12). (a) *( p 1 ) 1& n, 1 Â2.
(b)
The data computed so far are the following: A radius , a n, l -separated APFD 1Âprh 1 Âp 1 + } } } +h l Âp l err(= n, l ( ), ' n, l ( )), and standard -approximations * j for *Ä ( p j ) ( j # [l]). This PFD is an initial decomposition in the sense of Definition K.3.16.
Test for suitability. Compute
If J=<, then continue with step 6. Increase accuracy and square radius. Starting with the initial decomposition from (b), compute a more accurate APFD 1Âpr Splitting step. Compute a single splitting (k, f, g, u, v, *$, *") of h 1 Âp 1 (see Definition K.6.7).
(e) This yield a n, l+1 -separated APFD 1ÂpruÂ f+vÂg+h 1 Âp 1 + } } } +h l Âp l err(= n, l+1 ( ), ' n, l+1 ( )), and standard -approximations *$, *" for *Ä ( f ) and *Ä ( g), respectively. Increase l by 1, rename the polynomials and radii appropriately, and continue with step 2. 6. Final Newton iteration. Compute d= (a) With (A1) and *( p) 1&1Â(14n 3 ) it is straightforward to show
It follows from the specification of Step 1 and (a) resp. from the specification of Step 5 and (e) that the APFD in (b) is n, l -separated. It is an initial decomposition because of (A2). The estimate is a consequence of the initialization resp. of (d) in Step 4. (c) Let j # J be such that
Let y be a point of 1 that is closest to zÄ ( p j ). For simplicity, it is assumed that y and zÄ ( p j ) are known exactly. Otherwise another (unimportant) error term must be introduced. As zÄ ( p j ) is the center of gravity of the zeros of p j , at least one zero z~of p j lies in the``right half '' of the disk D j (see Fig. 3 ). The distance between this zero and 1 is at most -5 } * j . Because of | p& p 1 } } } p l | <=( ) and (A1), there is a zero z of p such that |z&z~| <3 } ( Â(56n)) 4 <10 &8 } . Because of d 0 |z& y|, this yields the asserted estimate.
If 1 is a line segment, the factor -5 can be replaced by 2. If j is such that *Ä ( p j )
2 ) n, l . As * j = for all j # J, at least one of the estimates .
(e) This follows from the specification of the computation of single splittings in Definition K.6.7 and Lemma K.6.8.
n +=( )>d n for z # 1. With the choice of =$ and '$, this yields the desired estimate for the error of the integral. Finally, the decomposition is Â(15n)-separated, which yields the asserted estimate for |q j |. K Time Bounds. If d 0 =0, i.e., if p has a zero on the contour, then the algorithm runs forever in the inner loop. If d 0 {0, i.e., #< , it suffices to estimate the time for the major computational steps 4, 5, and 6.
Step 4. According to Theorem K.1.7, the time for a Newton iteration as specified in step 4 is bounded by O ( (n } H(n 1 , . .., n l ) } log(1Â= n, l ( )))= O( (n 2 } log n } log(1Â ))) (note that n=O(1Â )). A standard -approximation for *Ä ( p j ) can be computed in time O(n 2 j } log(1Â )). Hence the time for computing such approximations for all j # [l] is at most O(n 2 } log(1Â )). Thus step 4 can be performed in time c 0 } n 2 } log n } log(1Â ) with a suitable constant c 0 . If 0 denotes the``final'' , then the time for step 4 for all values of sums up to at most c 0 } n 2 } log n } log(1Â 0 ) } (1+1Â2+1Â4+ 1Â8+ } } } )<2 } c 0 } n 2 } log n } log(1Â 0 ). With log(1Â 0 )=O(log(1Â ))= O(#+log n) it follows that the time spent for step 4 is bounded by O(n 2 } log n } (#+log n)).
Step 5. The computation of the decomposition induces a binary tree each inner node of which corresponds to the computation of a single splitting. A single splitting h 1 Âp 1 ruÂ f+vÂg with deg p 1 =& and deg f=k &Â2 can be computed in time T 0 (&, k) :=c 1 (k& 2 log &)+c 2 (&s), where s=O(n } (log n+log(1Â 0 )))=O(n } (#+log n)) is sufficient. The time for computing all splittings is thus bounded by T 1 (n), where
) (see the proof of Lemma K.6.9). Thus the time for computing all the splittings in step 5 is at most O( (n 3 } (log n+#))).
Step 6. The cost for the final Newton iteration and the computation of the numerators q 1 , ..., q j is bounded by O( ((s+n } #+n } log n) } n } H)), see Corollary K.1.8. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.7. K
LARGE SINGULARITIES
This section deals with the computation of contour integrals of rational functions qÂ p that may have arbitrarily large singularities. This case is reduced to the case p # 6 1 n as follows: Compute a point w on the unit circle where p(w) is not too small. Then exchange this point with infinity, using the Moebius transform z [ 1Â(z&w). The resulting rational function has all its singularities in a disk of radius 4 } n 3Â2 . This case can be reduced to the``normed case'' by scaling without increasing the asymptotic time bound by more than a constant factor.
Because of its simplicity, the latter reduction is treated first: The time bound of Theorem 1.1 also holds if the root radius of p is polynomially bounded in n:
5.1. Corollary. For fixed c>0, the assertion of Theorem 1.1 also holds if the assumption *( p) 1 is replaced by *( p) n c .
Proof. Let r=max[*( p), 1], p 1 :=r &n S r p( # 6 1 n ), q 1 :=S r qÂ|S r q|, and I 1 := 1 1 q 1 (z)Âp 1 (z) dz, where 1 1 denotes the curve which is generated by applying the transform z [ zÂr to 1. Then 1 q(z)Âp(z) dz=r 1&n } |S r q| } I 1 and dist(V( p 1 ), 1 1 ) 2 &# 1 , where # 1 =#+Wc } log nX. Because of r 1 it suffices to compute I 1 up to an error of 2 &s . According to Theorem 1.1, this can be done in time O(n } (s) } log s+ (n 3 } log n+n
For the Moebius transform, the following lemma is used:
5.2. Lemma. Let p # 6 n with | p| =1, N>n, and let | be a primitive Nth root of unity. Let k # [N] be such that w :
) and p(w+z){0 for |z| <1Â(4n 3Â2 ).
Proof. The lower bound for | p(w)| follows from the proof of Lemma 2.5(a) from Scho nhage (1985) . There it is shown that | p(w)| 1Â(2 -N). This is proved by first estimating the l 2 -norm of p, |p| 2 2 } | p(w)|, and then using | p| -N } | p| 2 . The asserted estimate follows, when | p| -n+1 } | p| 2 is used instead and | p| =1 is inserted. The second assertion is (c) from the cited lemma. K Proof of Theorem 1.2. Compute a w according to Lemma 5.2 by a moderate precision discrete Fourier transform. Let p 1 :=T w p and
, and **( p 1 ) 1Â(4n 3Â2 ). Let 1 * denote the curve which is generated from 1 by replacing z with 1Â(z&w). Then
Now let`be a zero of p and y be a point on 1. Then
. Moreover, *(z } p 1 *) 4n
3Â2
, and := lc(z } p 1 *) satisfies |:| 1Â(2 -n+1). For normalization, let Q :=q 1 * Â|q 1 * |, P=PÂ:, and I 2 = 1 * Q(z)ÂP(z) dz. Then I can be computed up to an error of = by computing I 2 up to an error of = } |:|Â|q 1 * |. If ==2 &s , then computing I 2 up to 2 &s 2 with s 2 s+n+log n+1 is sufficient. P, Q, and 1 * fulfill the assumptions of Corollary 5.1. Hence the integral I 2 (and therefore I ) can be computed within the asserted time bound. K An additional problem has been neglected for the sake of simplicity: The necessary precision for computing p 1 is not known in advance, as there are no a priori condition bounds. This problem can be solved like in Section 4 by determining the precision from the radii of the zero disks, again increasing the accuracy of intermediate results by Newton iteration.
Another approach to the case of unbounded singularities is to proceed like in the proof of Theorem K.1.6 in Subsection K.9.3. One first computes a decomposition qÂ p=uÂ f+vÂg, where f has only small roots and g has only large roots, and then integrates uÂ f and v*Â(zg*).
ON THE CONDITION OF COMPUTING CONTOUR INTEGRALS
As polynomials are given by oracles for their coefficients, it is undecidable whether a polynomial p has a zero on a given contour 1 (e.g., a line segment given by its endpoints). Thus it also undecidable whether the integral 1 q(z)Âp(z) dz is defined. This decision problem is connected with the numerical condition of computing contour integrals and hence with the stability of the algorithms described in this paper and with the complexity results proved above. These questions are studied in some more detail with typical examples.
Principal Values
A common generalization of contour integrals is the notion of principal value which is explained here with the example 1 dzÂz, where 1 is the line segment from &1 to 1. The following definition is used frequently:
For computational purposes this concept does not work, because it depends on the symmetry of the limit. The following definition is more appropriate both from a theoretical and an algorithmic point of view. It is based on the idea that the line segment 1 is assumed to``pass the origin within distance 0 on the right resp. left side,''
where, e.g., contours like 1 \ (=) as defined in Fig. 4 are``close to 1.'' These concepts of principal values are satisfactory for rational functions with poles of order one and coincide in this case. For multiple poles, however, PV 1 is inadequate and PV 2 is impractical, see Subsection 6.2.
Multiple Poles
The additional problems caused by multiple poles are explained with the example 1 dzÂz 2 , where 1 is as in Subsection 6.1. The symmetric principal value does not exist. Defining the principal value PV 1 (perturbed contours) would yield the values lim = Ä 0 1 \ (=) dzÂz 2 =&2, corresponding to contours passing the origin on either side. It would be consistent to admit a third variant, namely that 1``passes between the singularities with distance zero,'' but this does not lead to a numerically useful definition.
For the approach corresponding to PV 2 , let I(`, !) := 1 dzÂ((z&`) (z&!)) for`, ! # C"[0]. Then the above integrals can be taken as limits of I(`, !) for`, ! Ä 0, Im(`), Im(!)<0 and`, ! Ä 0, Im(`), Im(!)>0, respectively. However, there are sequences (I(`n , ! n )) with`n , ! n Ä 0 that have no finite limit value. From a theoretical point of view, introducing infinity as a principal value is perhaps a way out, but this does not help in the context of computations. for ;=0, or that ; is not dyadic, e.g., ;=1Â3. For ;=0, it would not even help to request relative error bounds instead of absolute ones. These examples show that it is inevitable to take into account a condition parameter like log(d &n )=n } log(1Âd )=n } # in the time estimates, where n is the degree of the denominator p and d=dist(V( p), 1 ). Moreover, it must be accepted that the algorithm does not stop for d=0. The only way out is to stop the computation by external time control and to derive information, e.g., about the zeros of p, from intermediate results.
The value d &n will of course often be a crude overestimate of the condition. More natural condition measures could be the minimum of | p(z)| or the maximum of |q(z)Âp(z)| on 1 or bounds for 1 |q(z)Âp(z)| dz.
A more thorough discussion of the connections between computability, complexity, and numerical condition is beyond the scope of this paper. It should be noted, however, that the algorithms are designed such that no a priori knowledge about the numerical condition is needed.
APPENDIX A: TECHNICAL DETAILS
A.1. Bounds for Laurent Coefficients
The following lemma is a more precise (even sharp) variant of Lemma 3.2.
A.1. Lemma. Let p # 6 
Proof. Let p(z)=(z&u 1 ) } } } (z&u n ) and q(z)=b 1 z n&1 +b 2 z n&2 + } } } +b n . Due to Lemma K. 
holds because of r 1 2 . For the case k 0 +1<k<k 0 +n one uses the fact that the r.h.s. of (A.3) does not depend on k and the bound 2 k&2 } r k&n decreases with increasing k. Hence it suffices to prove the estimate for k=k 0 +n&1, which can be done as before.
A.2. Proof and Refinements of Lemma 2.6
For the further estimate, the cases |z| 1, 1 |z| 1+d, and |z| 1+d are discussed separately:
If |z| >1+d, then |p(z)| >(|z| &1) n and |z|Â(|z| &1) 1+1Âd, hence
Standard estimates for integrals and these bounds for 2(z) yield the assertion of Lemma 2.6. This proof shows an even better error estimate:
A.2. Lemma. If in Lemma 2.6 the sections of 1 inside and outside the unit disk are denoted by 1 1 and 1 2 , respectively, then
If 1 is the line segment between a and b, then len(1 1 ) 2 and 2 . This integral can be estimated by a constant that depends only on the index of 1 with respect to the origin. If 1 is a line segment, then the factor 2 is sufficient.
A.3. Integration with Laurent Series: Algorithmic Details
Let p(z)=z n +a 1 z n&1 + } } } +a n and q(z)=b 1 z n&1 + } } } +b n . If A is a power of 2, then multiplications with powers of A reduce to shifts. N is chosen such that the error bound guaranteed by Lemma 3.7 is at most =Â2, where = :=2 &s denotes the error bound prescribed in Theorem 2.1. For technical reasons, N is assumed to be a power of two and at least 8. An approximation for the integral 1 q(z)Âp(z) dz can be computed by the following algorithm.
A.3. Algorithm (Integration by Laurent Expansion).
Input: p, q, R, r, a, b, and s as in Theorem 2.1.
Returns: I # C with |I & 1 q(z)Âp(z) dz| <= :=2 &s .
1. Compute the unique power A of 2 determined by R A<2R and the least power N of 2 with N 8 and (LÂr n ) } (2rÂR) N+1 <=Â2. For simplicity, it is assumed that multiplications with powers of 2 and additions of dyadic numbers are computed exactly.
A.5. Lemma. The following accuracy requirements for the approximations x~j , y~j , . j , w k , j , and /~j for x j , y j , . j , w k , j , and . j j in steps 3, 4, 5, and 6 of Algorithm A.3 are sufficient for computing I 2 with |I 2 &I 2 | <=Â4: n is bounded by (3Â4) n , because r AÂ4.
A.4. Integration with Laurent Series: Time Bounds
The expense for computing the rational part I 2 is estimated first:
A.6. Lemma. Steps 3 6 of Algorithm A.3 can be performed within the error bounds of Lemma A.5 in time O( (N } (s+N+n))).
Proof. Note that (A&r)ÂA 3Â4. Compared with the cost of multiplications, divisions, and Fourier transforms, the cost for multiplication with powers of 2 and for additions can be neglected.
Step 3. Because of |a n&k A k | ((1+r) } A) n and |b n&k A k | A n&1 , it is sufficient to compute the Fourier transforms yielding x~j and y~j within error bounds = x ÂA n&1 =2 &(s+N+O(n)) resp. = y Â( N } (s+N+n)) ).
